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Processed by a computational device cryptographic data can be leaked through various side channels, such as 
power consumption, electromagnetic radiation, execution time etc. We suggest general architecture and framework 
for development of computational device that counter side channel attacks by processing randomized data.  
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1. Introduction 
A number of custom and standardized algorithms for data protections are used in computer security 

application. While many implementations are depended on software realization of cryptographic functions on 
powerful universal processors, there is a big amount of mobile applications with high security requirements. 
Consequently, the requirements and design criteria for cryptographic functions vary considerably. 

Small footprint, low power consumption, high throughput of data processing – these are small subset of 
criteria for implementation of cryptographic functions designated for smart cards and related embedded devices. 
From the time of side-channel attacks advent, one of major concerns is resistance to such kind of attacks. 

Processed by a computational device cryptographic data can be leaked through various side channels, such 
as power consumption [1], electromagnetic radiation [2], execution time [3] etc. Therefore, the most general method 
to counter side channel attacks is to randomize processed data. The problem is to guarantee that an attacker can 
receive random data from a side channel and cannot obtain any useful actual knowledge about initial and/or 
intermediate data involved in computations [4]. 

To protect against side channel attack, a computational device that can transform all initial/intermediate 
results into random form should be provided. The problem is that different operations on data should take into 
account a fact that data actually are randomized. Therefore, it is not always straightforward how to modify data 
processing flow of original algorithm’s specification/implementation. 

The main contribution of this paper is that we suggest architecture of computational device that is protected 
against side channel attacks. Such architecture creates a framework for development of number of specialized 
computational devices. These became possible, since we provide high-level architecture without concrete 
assumptions about the character of executed operations. As a basic method for data randomization we enforce data 
masking with exclusive or operation. 

2.  Computational device for cryptographic operations 
Cryptographic operations and functions consist of broad range operations on data and secret key, e.g. 

encryption with symmetric algorithms (block ciphers, stream ciphers etc), public key algorithms (RSA, ECC, etc), 
message authentication codes (MACs) [5]. We can view a computational device for cryptographic operations as a 
“black box” with inputs for data and key, and output for processed data. However, if we consider modern 
implementations of the cryptographic computational devices, we can describe its architecture using memory-
processor unit approach (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. High-level representation of cryptographic computational device. 
 
Cryptographic computational device consists of memory and processor unit. Here, for generality, we assume 

multiport memory and multi data flow processor unit that executes a cryptographic algorithm. As partial cases of the 
cryptographic computational device we name combination of random-access memory and programmable processor, 
specialized hardware-oriented processors with different architectures (iterative, pipeline, combined) with memory 
for input, output, and intermediate results [6]. 

Memory stores input data and key. Then processor unit performs computations on input data and key 
according to the cryptographic algorithm specification. During computations, some intermediate results might be 
produced. Then the processor unit stores those intermediate results in memory. Having processed data and key 
according to cryptographic algorithm, final results are placed into memory. Final results become available on output 
data output port of the memory. 

3. Protection of computational device against side channel attacks using data 
masking 

Side-channel attacks are sound because there is a correlation between the physical measurements taken 
during computations (e.g. power consumption [1], electro-magnetic field radiation [2], time of computations [3]) 
and the internal state of the cryptographic computational device, with itself is related to a secret key.  

Among many attacks, the Differential Power Analysis (DPA) is the most dangerous [7, 8]. It uses statistical 
analysis to extract information from a collection of power consumption curves obtained by running an algorithm 
many times with different inputs. Then an analysis of a probability distribution of points on the curves is carried on. 
The DPA attack uses correlations between power consumption patterns and specific key-dependent bits which 
appear at known steps of the cryptographic computations. For example, a selected bit b at the output of one S-box of 
the first round of AES [9] will depend on the known input message and 8 unknown bits of the key. The correlation 
between power consumption and b can be computed for all 256 values of 8 unknown bits of the key. Then an attack 
can be repeated for the remaining S-boxes. 

There are many strategies to combat side-channel attacks [10, 11]: 
− among software countermeasures against SPA/DPA are such techniques as introducing dummy 

instructions and/or random wait states, balancing of Hamming weight of internal data, randomization 
of instruction executing sequence etc.; 

− among hardware countermeasures against SPA/DPA are such techniques as introducing random noise 
into power consumption patterns, using internal power source or switching power sources, 
randomization of order of operation execution, randomizing registers renaming etc. 

The most powerful software and hardware countermeasure appears to be so-called bit-splitting [7, 10, 11, 
12], which in case when each bit is split into two shares can be reduced to masking data with random values. 
However, more shares offer better protection against higher-order DPA attacks. 

The idea how to apply data masking to cryptographic computations is as following: input data, as well as 
the key, are masked with some random masks at the beginning of computations, and thereafter computations are 
done on masked values. From architectural point of view, we transform our initial architecture from Fig. 1 to 
another one. Proposed architecture of cryptographic computational device (Fig. 2) reflects computations on masked 
data. 
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Fig. 2. Architecture of side-channel resistant cryptographic computational device. 
 

Side-channel resistant cryptographic computational device consists of physical source of random data – 
random number generator (RNG), mask-update processor unit (MUPU), memory for masked data and masks 
(MMEM), and masked data processor unit (MDPU). General idea is to follow bit-splitting countermeasure against 
side-channel attacks. Before initiation of computation on input data and key, that information is entered into 
cryptographic computational device. Note that input data and key are entered in plaintext form since it is assumed 
that first user of the device is legitimate. Entered information is immediately masked and stored in masked form. 

MUPU splits Input Data or Key in plaintext into set of n randomized shares using random bit strings 
provide by RNG. Then shares are stored in MMEM to allow MPDU to process masked shares according to a 
cryptographic algorithm. Note that for most cases the cryptographic algorithm remains the same as for plaintext 
data, but some additional computations have to be done on masks. Those additional computations are called “mask 
correction” [13]. Mask correction process is required since operations on masked data require respective 
modifications of the masks themselves. Without mask correction process it will be impossible to retrieve original 
(not masked) results of the computations. 

MPDU stores intermediate results of computations on masked data into MMEM. Later on, information 
from MMEM is updated by MUPU to reflect changes into masks according to respective cryptographic algorithm. 
There changes include mask update procedure that is performed on intermediate masks. For this purpose new 
random bits from RNG might be used. There are several strategies for new random bits usage in masking 
computations [13]:  

– using initial mask values used to mask information before initial processing of that information (i.e. 
single-mask approach); 

– using mask update for some (or all) intermediate results (i.e. multiple-mask approach). 
Both strategies have their strong points – first one offers affordable performance of RNG, while second – 

can offer potentially more secure solution, as new masks are re-applied to some (or all) intermediate data. Selection 
of the strategy depends on design criteria for particular cryptographic device. 

Having processed all intermediate results and received final result of computations, MDPU stores results 
into MMEM. Thereafter MUPU executes unmasking operation by removing masks from actual final data and 
providing final data in clear text to Output Data. 

Described above set and sequence of operations are done over masked data. Since real implementation of 
side-channel resistant cryptographic computational device might leak side-channel information, at attacker receives 
power curves that contain randomized information about real key was used for computations. To combat higher-
order side-channel attacks, a security parameter SN can be used. This security parameter controls the number of 
shares that Input Data/Key is split to. Minimal value of SN=2 that allows protection from first-order differential 
attacks. 

If the architecture utilizes higher number of SN, an implementation of such side-channel resistant 
cryptographic computational device will take more cost in terms of spent resources and performance of RNG. 
Therefore, designer of cryptographic system should analyze possibilities of an attacker and select appropriate SN to 
make the device resistant against selected order of side channel attack. 

4. Conclusion 
In this contribution we propose architecture for side-channel resistant cryptographic computational device. 

We use masking technique to combat side-channel attacks on such cryptographic computational device. Since an 
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attacker might has different capabilities for attacking the device, we introduce a security parameter that controls the 
number of shares that input data/key is split to. Minimal number of shares is two that prevents first-order differential 
side-channel attacks. Other values of the security parameter provide changes in architecture that allows one to offer 
protection from higher-order differential side-channel attacks. However, increasing value of security parameter 
results in growing complexity of device implemetation. 

The device consists of two processor units – one for masks processing (mask correction) and another – for 
masked data processing. All intermediate results are processed and stored in randomized form that prevents at 
attacker from successful using leaked side-channel information to perform side-channel attacks. 

Such architecture provides a framework for designers of side-channel resistant cryptographic 
computational devices. Among a number of possible application fields for such the devices are smart cards, mobile 
phones, and communication equipment. In future work we will detail the architecture for basic operations used in 
cryptographic primitives and typical cryptographic functions (primitives) like symmetric, asymmetric ciphers, and 
MACs. Thus we will provide systematic approach for designing of cryptographic devices immune to side-channel 
attacks. 
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